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Revolutionize bookings with our unique engine


[image: ]Customer Portal
Let your customer schedule multiple lessons directly in their portal
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Advanced, weather dependent, auto-scheduling based on instructor availability
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Streamline your email process for efficient messaging


Browse all features
VIKING truly automates every part of running a water sports company


Compare
Compare Viking Bookings with other booking tools
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Plan a free demo




Free demo




Close
Are you ready for an
online demo?
In a quick video call, we’ll share our screen and walk you through the entire system. You can ask all your questions and find if Viking is a fit for you.
	Built for water sports centers, like surf schools

	Helps you and your team streamline daily work

	Reduce time-consuming tasks and find some rest


[image: ]‘Answering calls and e-mails for at least 8 hours a day used to drive us crazy. Now with Viking, we have reduced this to 2 hours. Students schedule their lessons themselves!’


Plan your online video call 


No obligations, no creditcard, 100% free. 

Thank you!
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At Viking Bookings, our sole focus is watersports. Born from the challenges of managing our own Kiteschool, Viking was sculpted over eight years to become the industry's #1 in watersport center management. Expert tools for easy bookings, planning, and communication.
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